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ABSTRACT
As part of our on-going investigation into the magnetic field properties of ultracool dwarfs, we present simul-
taneous radio, X-ray, and Hα observations of three M9.5-L2.5 dwarfs (BRI 0021-0214, LSR 060230.4+391059,
and 2MASS J052338.2−140302). We do not detect X-ray or radio emission from any of the three sources,
despite previous detections of radio emission from BRI 0021 and 2M0523−14. Steady and variable Hα
emission are detected from 2M0523−14 and BRI 0021, respectively, while no Hα emission is detected from
LSR 0602+39. Overall, our survey of nine M8-L5 dwarfs doubles the number of ultracool dwarfs observed in
X-rays, and triples the number of L dwarfs, providing in addition the deepest limits to date, log(LX/Lbol) . −5.
With this larger sample we find the first clear evidence for a substantial reduction in X-ray activity, by about two
orders of magnitude, from mid-M to mid-L dwarfs. We find that the decline in both X-rays and Hα roughly fol-
lows LX ,Hα/Lbol ∝ 10−0.4×(SP−M6) for SP & M6. In the radio band, however, the luminosity remains relatively
unchanged from M0 to L4, leading to a substantial increase in Lrad/Lbol. Our survey also provides the first
comprehensive set of simultaneous radio/X-ray/Hα observations of ultracool dwarfs, and reveals a clear break-
down of the radio/X-ray correlation beyond spectral type M7, evolving smoothly from Lν,rad/LX ≈ 10−15.5 to
∼ 10−11.5 Hz−1 over the narrow spectral type range M7-M9. This breakdown reflects the substantial reduction
in X-ray activity beyond M7, but its physical origin remains unclear since, as evidenced by the uniform radio
emission, there is no drop in the field dissipation and particle acceleration efficiency. Based on the results of
our survey, we conclude that a further investigation of magnetic activity in ultracool dwarfs will benefit from a
two-pronged approach: multi-rotation observations of nearby known active sources, and a snapshot survey of
a large sample within ∼ 50 pc to uncover rare flaring objects.
Subject headings: radio continuum:stars — stars:activity — stars:low-mass, brown dwarfs — stars:magnetic
fields
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of magnetic fields in fully convective low mass
stars and brown dwarfs (hereafter, ultracool dwarfs) has pro-
gressed rapidly in recent years thanks to a broad range of
observational techniques. These include observations of
magnetic activity indicators such as radio, X-ray, and Hα
emission (e.g., Rutledge et al. 2000; West et al. 2004; Berger
2006), Zeeman broadening of FeH molecular lines in Stokes
I (Reiners & Basri 2007), and time-resolved spectropolarime-
try in Stokes V (Zeeman-Doppler imaging; Donati et al. 2008;
Morin et al. 2008). Each of these techniques is sensitive to
specific properties of the magnetic field. Zeeman broaden-
ing provides a measure of the integrated surface magnetic
flux, B f (Reiners & Basri 2006), where B is the magnetic field
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strength and f is the field covering fraction. Zeeman-Doppler
imaging (ZDI), on the other hand, only allows for a recon-
struction of the large-scale (multipole number of ℓ. few) sur-
face field, but it also provides information on the field topol-
ogy (Donati et al. 2008; Morin et al. 2008).
The ZDI technique has led to a characterization of surface
fields in several M dwarfs, revealing a transition from mainly
toroidal and non-axisymmetric fields in M0-M3 objects to
predominantly poloidal axisymmetric fields in mid-M dwarfs
(Donati et al. 2008; Morin et al. 2008). The apparent shift in
field geometry coincides with the transition to full convection,
and may reflect a change in dynamo mechanism. The field
strengths inferred from ZDI are ∼ 0.1 − 0.8 kG, while those
from the FeH Zeeman broadening method range from a non-
detectable level of . 0.1 kG up to ∼ 3 kG (Reiners & Basri
2007). However, in the few overlapping cases, the two tech-
niques result in substantially different field strengths10, most
likely as a result of sensitivity to different physical scales
(Reiners & Basri 2009).
Despite their potential for measuring surface fields, nei-
ther of the two Zeeman techniques provide information on
whether or how the magnetic fields couple to the stellar at-
mosphere and dissipate their energy. In addition, both tech-
niques are challenging for the much dimmer L dwarfs since
high signal-to-noise ratios of& 100 are required, and they also
10 The FeH Zeeman broadening technique leads to fields of 3.9 kG for EV
Lac, 2.9 kG for AD Leo, and > 3.9 kG for YZ CMi (Reiners & Basri 2007),
while the ZDI technique leads to much weaker fields of 0.5 − 0.6 kG, 0.2 kG,
and 0.55 kG for the three objects, respectively (Morin et al. 2008).
2lose sensitivity at high rotation velocity due to line broaden-
ing (Reiners & Basri 2007). Finally, since only the large scale
or integrated field is traced with these observations, they are
unlikely to reveal field variability on short timescale and small
physical scales due to flares.
These issues can be overcome through observations of var-
ious radiative processes that trace plasma heating and parti-
cle acceleration by the magnetic field. Of particular interest
are chromospheric and coronal emission, traced by Hα and
X-rays, respectively, as well as radio emission from acceler-
ated electrons (gyrosynchrotron or coherent emission). These
diagnostics not only provide an independent test for the ex-
istence, strength, and geometry of the magnetic fields, but
they also allow us to infer their dissipation, particularly on
short timescales and small physical scales. These techniques
are not biased against rapid rotation and can be applied much
more easily in late-M, L, and T dwarfs.
In this context, large samples of ultracool dwarfs have
been observed in Hα, primarily as a by-product of spec-
troscopic observations aimed at measurements of stellar
properties (e.g., Gizis et al. 2000; Mohanty & Basri 2003;
West et al. 2004; Reiners & Basri 2007). These observa-
tions reveal a saturated level of emission in the early M
dwarfs, with LHα/Lbol ≈ 10−3.5, followed by a rapid de-
cline beyond spectral type M7 (Gizis et al. 2000; West et al.
2004). The Hα rotation-activity relation that exists in higher
mass stars, breaks down at about the same spectral type
(Mohanty & Basri 2003). In the radio band, more than 100
ultracool dwarfs have been observed, revealing the opposite
trend; namely, Lrad/Lbol appears to increase with later spec-
tral type, at least to ∼ L3 (Berger 2006), and a rotation-
activity relation may exist even beyond M7 (Berger et al.
2008a). In X-rays only a few objects beyond M7 have been
observed (e.g., Fleming et al. 1993; Neuhäuser et al. 1999;
Fleming et al. 2000; Rutledge et al. 2000; Berger et al. 2008a;
Robrade & Schmitt 2008), revealing a possible minor decline
from the saturated level of LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3 that is observed in
M0-M6 dwarfs. A breakdown of the rotation-activity relation
in X-rays has also been proposed (Berger et al. 2008a).
Still, few attempts have been made to study the correlated
behavior of magnetic activity indicators in ultracool dwarfs.
Such studies are of prime importance because they can di-
rectly link magnetic dissipation and particle acceleration with
chromospheric and coronal heating, particularly in the con-
text of time-variable phenomena (flares). These studies can
also test whether the radio/X-ray and X-ray/Hα correlations
that exist in higher mass stars are also observed in ultracool
dwarfs. Such studies are observationally challenging, since
they require simultaneous coverage with a wide range of facil-
ities. Despite this difficulty, ultracool dwarfs are particularly
well-suited to these observations since their rapid rotation al-
lows us to cover multiple rotations in several hours.
Over the past few years we have carried out such observa-
tions (radio, Hα, X-rays) for several ultracool dwarfs. Re-
sults for three late-M dwarfs were published in Berger et al.
(2008b) (hereafter, Paper I) and Berger et al. (2008a) (here-
after, Paper II), while observations of three L dwarfs were
published in Berger et al. (2005) and Berger et al. (2009). In
the course of this survey we have found an overall lack of
temporal correlation between the various activity indicators.
In particular, the tight radio/X-ray correlation breaks down
at about spectral type M7, with later objects exhibiting sup-
pressed X-ray emission. This result may be tied to coro-
nal stripping by rapid rotation, which is ubiquitous beyond
M7 (Paper II) or to reduced coronal densities, which would
strongly suppress X-ray bremsstrahlung emission. Moreover,
we have uncovered several cases of rotationally-modulated
emission in both Hα and radio that arise from large-scale
magnetic hot spots (Paper I and Berger et al. 2009).
In this paper we present new simultaneous multi-
wavelength observations of three ultracool dwarfs (M9.5, L1,
and L2.5). Taken together with the previous observations, our
program doubles the number of ultracool dwarfs, and triples
the number of L dwarfs, observed in X-rays. Using this ex-
tended sample, and taking advantage of the simultaneous na-
ture of the observations, we investigate in this paper the over-
all activity trends of ultracool dwarfs.
2. TARGETS AND OBSERVATIONS
We present observations of three nearby ultracool
dwarfs, BRI 0021-0214 (M9.5; hereafter, BRI0021),
LSR 060230.4+391059 (L1; hereafter, LSR0602+39), and
2MASS J052338.2−140302 (L2.5; hereafter, 2M0523−14).
The properties of these sources, including the results of pre-
vious Hα and radio observations are summarized in Table 1.
Both BRI0021 and 2M0523−14 have been shown to exhibit
variable radio emission (Berger 2002; Antonova et al. 2007),
while LSR0602+39 was not previously detected (Berger
2006). Similarly, BRI0021 exhibited variable Hα emission
in the past, while 2M0523−14 appears to have steady Hα
emission, and LSR0602+39 shows no detectable emission.
Finally, of the three sources only BRI0021 has been observed
in X-rays (with ROSAT) and was not detected to a limit of
LX/Lbol . −4.7 (Neuhäuser et al. 1999).
The observations presented here took place on 2007 De-
cember 30 (2M0523−14), 2008 January 18 (LSR0602+39),
and 2008 October 29 (BRI0021).
2.1. Radio
Very Large Array11 observations were obtained simultane-
ously at 4.86 and 8.46 GHz in the standard continuum mode
(2× 50 MHz contiguous bands), with thirteen antennas used
at each frequency. The observational setup for each source is
summarized in Table 2. Data reduction and analysis followed
the procedures outlined in Papers I and II. We did not detect
radio emission from any of the three sources. The upper limits
on the flux and Lrad/Lbol are listed in Table 2.
2.2. X-Rays
Observations were performed with the Chandra/ACIS-I2
frontside-illuminated chip. A total of 29.80, 29.66, and
29.77 ks were obtained for BRI0021, LSR0602+39, and
2M0523−14, respectively. The data were analyzed using
CIAO version 3.4, and counts were extracted in a 2′′ radius
circle centered on the position of each source.
No X-ray emission was detected from any of the three
sources above the background level of about 1.5 counts per
30 ks. Thus, the resulting upper limits are about 7 counts
(95% confidence level). To convert to a limit on the X-
ray flux and LX/Lbol we use an energy conversion factor of
1cps = 3.4× 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1, appropriate for a 1 keV
Raymond-Smith plasma model in the 0.2 − 2 keV range. The
resulting limits are provided in Table 3.
11 The VLA is operated by the National Radio Astronomy Observatory, a
facility of the National Science Foundation operated under cooperative agree-
ment by Associated Universities, Inc.
32.3. Optical Spectroscopy and Hα Imaging
We observed12 2M0523−14 with the Gemini Multi-Object
Spectrograph (GMOS; Hook et al. 2004) mounted on the
Gemini-South 8-m telescope. The observations were per-
formed with the B600 grating set at a central wavelength of
5250 Å, and with a 1′′ slit. The individual 300 s exposures
were reduced using the gemini package in IRAF (bias sub-
traction, flat-fielding, and sky subtraction). Wavelength cal-
ibration was performed using CuAr arc lamps. The spectra
cover 3840 − 6680 Å at a resolution of about 5 Å. A series of
73 exposures were obtained with an on-source efficiency of
94%. A summary of the observations and results is provided
in Table 4. We find non-variable Hα emission with a mean
equivalent width of 1.00±0.05 Å, about a factor of three time
higher than previously observed by Reiners & Basri (2008).
This corresponds to a ratio of log(LHα/Lbol) = −6.05.
We observed LSR0602+39 with the Dual Imaging spectro-
graph (DIS) mounted on the ARC 3.5-m telescope at Apache
Point Observatory. The observations were performed with the
R1200 grating set at a central wavelength of 6980 Å, and with
a 1.5′′ slit. The individual 600 s exposures were reduced us-
ing standard packages in IRAF, and wavelength calibration
was performed using HeNeAr arc lamps. The spectra cover
6400 − 7550 Å at a resolution of about 1.3 Å. A series of 38
exposures were obtained with an on-source efficiency of 93%.
A summary of the observations and results is provided in Ta-
ble 4. No Hα emission is detected in any of the individual
spectra, or in the combined spectrum to a limit of < 0.25 Å.
This corresponds to a ratio of log(LHα/Lbol) < −6.3, a fac-
tor of 2 times lower than the limit found by Reiners & Basri
(2008).
Finally, we observed BRI0021 with the robotic 60-inch
telescope at Palomar Observatory using an Hα imaging filter
with a width of 20 Å. We obtained a total of 106 images with
an exposure time of 180 s each, and an on-source efficiency
of 90%. Since the purpose of these observations was to search
for Hα variability we did not obtain off-band images for ab-
solute calibration. Instead, we constructed an Hα light curve
relative to five nearby stars. We find that for the comparison
stars the root-mean-square fluctuations relative to their mean
brightness is about 3%. The light curve of BRI0021, shown in
Figure 1, exhibits clear variability on a ∼ 0.5 − 2 hr timescale,
with peak to trough variations of about a factor of 3.
3. MAGNETIC ACTIVITY TRENDS IN ULTRACOOL DWARFS
The results of our program, including the observations pre-
sented here, in Papers I and II, in Berger et al. (2005), and in
Berger et al. (2009), are summarized in Figures 2–7. To sup-
plement these observations, we analyze unpublished archival
Chandra and VLA observations of the M8 dwarf LP 412-31 in
Appendix A, and we collected all of the available observations
of late-M and L dwarfs from the literature. These data are
summarized in Table 5. To determine the activity trends we
also include comparison samples of early- and mid-M dwarfs.
Below we discuss the inferred activity trends for each of the
main indicators.
3.1. X-rays
Our survey provides a substantial increase in the number
of ultracool dwarfs observed in X-rays. The X-ray luminosi-
ties of our sources, and objects available in the literature, are
12 Program GS-2008A-Q-79.
plotted in Figure 2. The typical quiescent X-ray luminosities
range from about 1029.5 erg s−1 for M0 objects to about 1028
erg s−1 for mid-M, and 1026.5 erg s−1 for late-M dwarfs. The
L dwarfs have typical limits of . 1025 erg s−1. The overall
decline in X-ray luminosity is roughly proportional to the de-
cline in bolometric luminosity for spectral types M0-M6, at
a level of LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3. This is the well-known saturated
X-ray emission in early- and mid-M dwarfs (Pizzolato et al.
2003). The subsequent decline in X-ray luminosity, however,
is more rapid than expected from the same relation.
To address this decline, and to assess the X-ray activity level
we plot the ratio of quiescent X-ray to bolometric luminosity
for spectral types M0-L5 in Figure 3. This ratio exhibits a
clear trend of saturated emission (LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3) down to a
spectral type of about M6, followed by a significant decline to
LX/Lbol ∼ 10−4 for M7-M9, and LX/Lbol . 10−5 beyond M9.
With the exception of the very weak and marginal detection
of Kelu-1 (4 photons in 24 ks; Audard et al. 2007), no other
L dwarf has been detected in the X-rays to date. Our program
significantly extends the number of observed L dwarfs from 2
to 7, and also provides the deepest available limits. To quan-
tify the decline in X-ray activity we use a broken power law
model:
log
(
LX
Lbol
)
≈
{
−3 for M < M6,
−3 − 0.4× (SP − M6) for M≥M6, (1)
where SP is the spectral type. This model accounts for the
general trend of declining quiescent X-ray emission (Fig-
ure 3).
Although the dynamic range for detectable quiescent emis-
sion in terms of LX/Lbol is more limited for ultracool dwarfs
compared to the early- and mid-M dwarfs, we find a disper-
sion of about two orders of magnitude in the level of activity
for spectral types M7-M9, LX/Lbol ≈ −5 to −3. If we include
non-detections, the spread is at least three orders of magni-
tude. For comparison, early- and mid-M dwarfs exhibit an
overall spread of nearly four orders of magnitude.
Taking into account the detection of X-ray flares, we find
that objects with spectral types M7-M9 are capable of reach-
ing values of LX/Lbol similar to, or even in excess of, early M
dwarfs. Moreover, we find that 7 of the 11 detected sources
beyond spectral type M7 produce flaring emission (or 7 out
of the 21 observed sources). This suggests that a substantial
fraction of the active sources produce flares in addition to qui-
escent emission. The typical duration of the detected flares is
∼ 1 hr, with a range of about 102 − 104 s. Summing the to-
tal time which the M7-L5 sources spend in a flaring state, we
find that it represents about 6% of the total on-source expo-
sure time. Separating the sample into M7-M9 and L dwarfs,
we find that the former spend about 9% of the time in flares,
while the latter spend . 4% of the time in a flare state (90%
confidence limit assuming a typical flare duration of 1 hr). For
our own sample of nine M8-L5 objects, which was observed
in a uniform manner with Chandra, we find a fraction of time
in a flaring state of only 3%.
3.2. Hα
The Hα luminosities of our targets, and M and L dwarfs
from the literature, are shown in Figure 4. We find a con-
tinuous decline from a luminosity of about 1028.5 erg s−1 in
early-M dwarfs to about 1027 erg s−1 in mid-M dwarfs, and
about 1025.5 erg s−1 for late-M dwarfs. Early-L dwarfs have
4a typical Hα luminosities of only ∼ 1024 erg s−1. As in the
case of the X-ray emission, the overall decline in Hα lumi-
nosity is roughly proportional to the decline in bolometric
luminosity for spectral types M0-M6, at a saturated level of
LHα/Lbol ≈ 10−3.8. The subsequent decline, however, is more
rapid than expected from the same relation. The decline rel-
ative to the saturated level occurs at about the same spectral
type in both Hα and X-rays.
The ratio of Hα to bolometric luminosity (i.e., Hα activity)
is shown in Figure 5. The ratio is relatively constant at a level
of LHα/Lbol ≈ 10−3.8 down to about spectral type M6, and
rapidly declines by at least two orders of magnitude between
M6 and L3. The objects we observed in this project exhibit
the same trend, although some of our limits are deeper than in
past observations due to the long duration of our observations.
As in the case of the X-ray emission, we quantify the drop in
Hα activity using a broken power law:
log
(
LHα
Lbol
)
≈
{
−3.8 for M < M6,
−3.8 − 0.35× (SP − M6) for M≥M6.
(2)
This model accounts for the general behavior of the quiescent
Hα emission, and is in good agreement with the decline in
X-ray activity. As in the case of the X-ray emission, the few
detected Hα flares (dominated by objects with spectral types
M7-M9) have value of LHα/Lbol similar to, or in excess of the
quiescent emission from early M dwarfs. For M0-L5 objects,
the overall spread in LHα/Lbol within each spectral type bin is
about two orders of magnitudes.
The fraction of M7-L5 objects which produce Hα flares
is difficult to assess given the typical short duration of most
spectroscopic observations. However, of the ∼ 660 such ob-
jects that we found in the literature (Figure 5), about 20 ex-
hibit flares or significant variability, leading to a fraction of
about 3%. This is a significantly smaller fraction than in the
X-rays (∼ 30%). The most likely explanation for this order of
magnitude discrepancy is a sample selection bias, namely X-
ray observations are expensive and have thus been focused on
the nearest and most likely to be active sources. Conversely,
Hα flares are likely to be under-reported, such that only ob-
servations of the most extreme flares tend to be published. If
we restrict the analysis of flare rates to our uniform sample
of ultracool dwarfs, we find that only 1/9 exhibit variable X-
ray emission (1/2 of the detected sources), while 5/8 exhibit
variable Hα emission (5/6 of the detected sources). Thus, it
appears that in our sample, Hα variability is more common
than X-ray variability.
We note, however, that the typical flares/variability detected
in our observations are only a few times brighter than the qui-
escent emission. On the other hand, some of the flares re-
ported in the literature exceed the quiescent emission by up to
two orders of magnitude. The lack of such flares in our obser-
vations places a limit of . 0.04 per hour on their rate in the
spectral type range M8-L3 (90% confidence level). Assum-
ing a typical flare duration of about 0.5 hr, the corresponding
limit on the duty cycle is . 2%. This is comparable to recent
estimates of flare duty cycles of ∼ 5% and ∼ 2% for late-M
and L dwarfs, respectively (Schmidt et al. 2007).
3.3. Radio
In the radio band, the observed trends in luminosity and
Lrad/Lbol exhibit a remarkable contrast to the X-ray and Hα
trends (see also Berger 2006, Papers I and II, and Audard et al.
2007). In particular, the detected sources with spectral types
M0-L5 exhibit nearly constant quiescent radio luminosity,
Lrad ≈ 1023±0.5 erg s−1 (Figure 6). Radio flares (and puls-
ing emission; Hallinan et al. 2007; Berger et al. 2009) reach
higher luminosities of up to 1025 erg s−1. At the present, no
object beyond spectral type L3.5 has been detected in the ra-
dio (Berger et al. 2005).
The trend for Lrad/Lbol naturally exhibits an increase, from
about 10−9 for early-M dwarfs, to 10−8 for mid-M dwarfs,
and about 10−6.5 for ultracool dwarfs. The flaring and pulsing
emission reach Lrad/Lbol ≈ 10−5. As in the case of the X-ray
emission, and unlike in Hα, the fraction of sources with de-
tectable quiescent emission that also produce flares or pulses
is high,∼ 50%.
The bulk of the non-detected ultracool dwarfs have lim-
its that are comparable in luminosity to the quiescent emis-
sion from the detected sources. This is simply a reflection
of the limited dynamic range of the existing radio observa-
tions, which generally consist of ∼ 1 − 10 hr with the VLA.
The fractional detection rate may also be influenced by source
variability on long timescales (Berger 2006; Antonova et al.
2007).
3.4. Breakdown of the Radio/X-ray Correlation
Coronally active stars ranging from spectral type F to mid-
M exhibit a tight correlation between their radio and X-ray
emission, with Lν,rad/LX ≈ 10−15.5 Hz−1 for (Guedel & Benz
1993; Benz & Guedel 1994). The first detection of radio
emission from an ultracool dwarf, with Lν,rad/LX & 10−11.5
Hz−1 (Berger et al. 2001), indicated that this correlation may
be severely violated in these objects. Subsequent radio de-
tections of ultracool dwarfs yielded similar results (Berger
2002). Indeed, one of the main motivations for our simulta-
neous radio/X-ray observations is to investigate the nature of
this breakdown. Prior to our survey, most of the available ra-
dio and X-ray observations of ultracool dwarfs were obtained
years apart, and could have been influenced by long-term vari-
ability.
The results for all objects in our survey, supplemented by
data from the literature, are shown in Figure 8. The tight cor-
relation for spectral types earlier than M7 is evident, as is the
decline in both radio and X-ray luminosity as a function of
spectral type. The best-fit linear trend is:
log(Lν,rad) = 1.36[log(LX ) − 18.97], (3)
which in the range of X-ray luminosities for M0-M6 dwarfs,
LX ∼ 1028 − 1029.5, corresponds to Lν,rad/LX ≈ 10−15.5 Hz−1.
Beyond spectral type M6, however, we find a clear trend of
increasing ratio of Lν,rad/LX , from about 10−14 for M7-M8
to & 10−12 beyond M9. We note that not all objects neces-
sarily violate the correlation, since some are detected in the
X-rays with no corresponding radio emission. However, with
the exception of the marginal detection of Kelu-1, all of these
objects have spectral types of M7-M9.
A comparison of the trends in Figures 2 and 6 suggests that
the breakdown in the radio/X-ray correlation beyond∼M7 is
largely due to the rapid decline in quiescent X-ray luminosity.
This is a surprising result since the strong correlation for ob-
jects earlier than M6 suggests that heating (X-ray emission)
and particle acceleration (radio emission) are either directly
correlated, or share a common origin, presumably through
dissipation of the magnetic fields (e.g., Guedel & Benz 1993).
5Since the radio luminosities remain relatively unchanged from
early-M to mid-L dwarfs, it appears that the fraction of mag-
netic energy that goes into accelerating electrons is roughly
constant, and that the process of field dissipation remains uni-
formly efficient despite the increasing neutrality of the stel-
lar atmospheres. Atmospheric neutrality has been argued to
cause the decline in chromospheric13 heating (i.e., Hα emis-
sion) due to the resulting decrease in magnetic stresses and
field dissipation (Mohanty et al. 2002).
Since the field dissipation and electron acceleration effi-
ciency remain relatively unchanged, we are forced to con-
clude that the breakdown of the radio/X-ray correlation is due
to a decrease in the plasma heating efficiency. This may be
due to enhanced trapping of the radio-emitting electrons, if
these electrons are directly responsible for plasma heating in
higher mass stars. Another possibility is a decline in the bulk
coronal density leading to a strong suppression in X-ray heat-
ing, but with a minor impact on the radio emission, which re-
quires a smaller population of relativistic electrons. Alterna-
tively, the geometry of the radio-emitting regions may evolve
to smaller sizes such that their impact on large-scale coronal
plasma heating decreases. This latter explanation appears less
likely since rotationally-stable quiescent radio emission and
periodic Hα emission from several ultracool dwarfs in our
sample point to large magnetic field covering fractions (e.g.,
Berger et al. 2008a, 2009).
Finally, the combination of rapid rotation and the shrinking
co-rotation radius of lower mass stars may lead to a decline
in X-ray emission through centrifugal stripping of the corona.
In Figure 9 we plot the ratio LX/Lbol as a function of rotation
period. We find a decline in LX/Lbol as a function of decreas-
ing period for objects later than M7, with a median value of
LX/Lbol ≈ 10−4 for P > 0.3 d, and LX/Lbol ≈ 10−5 for P < 0.3
d (for typical parameters, P≈ 0.3 d corresponds to v∼ 15−20
km s−1). For this decline to be due to coronal stripping, the
magnetic field scale height should be a few stellar radii.
4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
We presented simultaneous X-ray, radio, and Hα observa-
tions of three late-M and L dwarfs, which along with our pre-
vious published results double the number ultracool dwarfs
and triple the number of L dwarfs observed in X-rays. The
overall X-ray detection fraction in our survey, to a typical
limit of LX/Lbol≈ 10−5, is about 20%. Combining our sources
with all objects later than M7 from the literature leads to
a detection fraction of about 50%. This fraction is domi-
nated by late-M dwarfs, with at most ∼ 15% of L dwarfs
detected to date (this is based on the marginal detection of
Kelu-1). We further find a significant drop in X-ray activ-
ity beyond spectral type ∼ M7, to LX/Lbol ≈ 10−4 for M7-
M9 and LX/Lbol . 10−5 for L dwarfs. The decline in X-ray
activity, and the observed level of emission, are similar to
those measured for low mass stars and brown dwarfs in young
star forming regions (Feigelson et al. 2002; Mokler & Stelzer
2002; Preibisch & Zinnecker 2002; Grosso et al. 2007).
A similar decline in activity is observed in Hα, although
75% of our targets are detected. In the radio band, how-
ever, we find that Lrad remains relatively unchanged in the
range M0-L4, and hence Lrad/Lbol increases by about two or-
ders of magnitudes over the same spectral type range. The
13 The investigation of this effect by Mohanty et al. (2002) does not di-
rectly pertain to X-ray and radio emission since only physical conditions ap-
plicable to stellar chromospheres were investigated.
rapid decline in X-ray emission and the uniform level of ra-
dio emission lead to a breakdown in the radio/X-ray correla-
tion. With our increased sample of objects we find that the ra-
tio transitions sharply, but smoothly, from Lν,rad/LX ≈ 10−15.5
to ∼ 10−11.5 Hz−1 over the spectral type range M7-M9. The
radio/X-ray correlation in objects earlier than M7 is likely due
to a correlated or common origin for particle acceleration and
plasma heating. We conclude that its breakdown is due to a
decline in the plasma heating efficiency, as a result of effi-
cient electron trapping, increased neutrality, decrease in coro-
nal density, a decline in the size of the radio-emitting regions,
or coronal stripping.
In light of our results, we suggest that continued obser-
vational progress in the study of X-ray emission from ultra-
cool dwarfs can be achieved with two distinct approaches:
(i) deeper observations of a small number of nearby objects;
and (ii) a shallower survey of a significantly larger sample
of objects than is currently available. In the context of the
former approach, our existing survey indicates that most L
dwarfs do not produce quiescent X-ray emission at a level of
LX/Lbol & 10−5 based on 30 ks observations. Since our targets
were located within about 15 pc, deeper limits can only be
achieved with ∼ 100 ks observations of targets within ∼ 5 pc.
However, the only early-L dwarfs that come close to match-
ing this criterion (2M0036+18 and 2M1507−16) were already
observed as part of our survey. Thus, it is unlikely that we can
observe any ultracool dwarfs to limits that are more than a fac-
tor of 2−3 times deeper than our current survey, and we there-
fore conclude that blind long X-ray observations do not pro-
vide the best way forward. Instead, such observations should
be targeted at objects with strong radio and/or Hα emission,
for which the likelihood of an X-ray detection may be higher.
In addition, a large shallow survey may be highly fruitful
in detecting X-ray emission from ultracool dwarfs. The ex-
isting observations indicate that late-M dwarfs are capable of
producing flares at a level similar to the saturated X-ray emis-
sion from early-M dwarfs, LX/Lbol ∼ 10−3. Such flares can
be detected with Chandra or XMM-Newton to a distance of
∼ 50 pc in about 10 ks. Thus, a survey of about 50 ultracool
dwarfs within this distance would require a similar amount
of time to the existing observations of ultracool dwarfs, but
it will significantly increase the chance of detecting rare flar-
ing objects. Coupled with simultaneous radio observations,
this survey will also allow us to better assess the radio/X-ray
correlation and its breakdown.
Beyond additional observations, progress in our under-
standing of the decline in X-ray emission and the breakdown
of the radio/X-ray correlation requires detailed theoretical
studies of coronal conditions in ultracool dwarfs. The existing
work (Mohanty et al. 2002) investigated atmospheric condi-
tions that are only applicable to the stellar chromosphere, and
led to the conclusion that dissipation of the magnetic field is
suppressed by the increasing neutrality of the stellar atmo-
spheres. However, particle acceleration in the magnetic fields
appears to remain efficient at least to mid-L dwarfs as evi-
denced by radio observations, suggesting that in the corona
the magnetic fields may couple effectively to the tenuous at-
mosphere.
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APPENDIX
X-RAY AND RADIO OBSERVATIONS OF LP 412-31
In addition to the observations presented in this paper, we retrieved from the Chandra archive observations of the M8 dwarf
LP 412-31 that were obtained as part of program 09200198 (PI: Stelzer) on 2007 December 22.95 UT for a total of 40.6 ks. This
object is located at a distance of 14.6± 0.1 pc (Reid & Cruz 2002), and has a bolometric luminosity of Lbol ≈ 10−3.26 L⊙. It
was previously detected with XMM-Newton with a quiescent luminosity of LX ≈ 1.6× 1027 erg s−1, and a flare that peaked at
LX ≈ 4.6× 1029 erg s−1 (Stelzer et al. 2006b).
We analyzed the data using CIAO version 3.4, and extracted counts in a 3′′ radius circle centered on the position of LP 412-31.
The source is clearly detected, with a total of 239 counts in the 0.2 − 5 keV range, compared to about 1 count expected from the
background. To determine the X-ray flux we fit the spectrum using xspecV11. We restrict the fit to the energy range 0.3−3 keV
over which most of the counts are detected. Using a single-temperature Raymond-Smith model with the abundance set to 0.3, we
find a poor fit to the data (χ2 = 22 for 15 degrees of freedom) with a temperature of kT ≈ 0.8 keV (Figure 10a). A significantly
improved fit (χ2 = 5.5 for 13 degrees of freedom) is obtained with a two-temperature Raymond-Smith model, with temperatures
of kT ≈ 0.3 and ≈ 1 keV (Figure 10b). The resulting flux of LP 412-31 for this model is 2.0× 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 in the 0.3 − 3
keV energy range (and about 15% lower for the 0.5 − 3 keV energy range). Thus, the X-ray luminosity is 5.1× 1026 erg s−1, and
the ratio relative to the bolometric luminosity is LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3.6. This value is about a factor of 3 times lower than the quiescent
luminosity measured with XMM-Newton (Stelzer et al. 2006b).
LP 412-31 was also observed with the VLA at 8.46 GHz as part of program AS879 on four separate occasions (2006 October
31 and 2006 November 5, 7, and 9 for a total of about 13.4 hours), and as part of program S90198 simultaneously with the
Chandra observation. We obtained the public data from the archive and processed the observations in the manner described in
§2.1. The combined 2006 observations reveal a possible weak source coincident with the position of LP 412-31, with a flux of
Fν = 37± 11 µJy (using only the two longest observations, which account for 75% of the data, we find Fν = 45± 12 µJy). In
the subsequent simultaneous observation we do not detect any emission at the position of LP 412-31, with a 3σ upper limit of
Fν . 25 µJy. This indicates that the source either fluctuated in brightness by at least a factor of 2, or that the initial weak source
was spurious. The resulting limit on the radio luminosity is Lν,rad . 6.4× 1012 erg s−1 Hz−1.
Combining the X-ray and radio results, we find a limit of Lν,rad/LX . 10−14.4 Hz−1, about a factor of 40 times higher than the
expected value (Equation 3).
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8TABLE 1
TARGET PROPERTIES
Source Sp. Type d log(Lbol/L⊙) vsini log(LHα/Lbol) log(νradLν,rad/Lbol) Ref.
(pc) (km s−1)
BRI0021 M9.5 11.5 −3.44 34 < −6.0 → −4.2 −7.08± 0.09 1-4
LSR0602+39 L1 10.6 −3.73 9 < −6.0 < −7.32 4-6
2M0523−14 L2.5 13.4 −3.78 21 −6.5 < −6.95 → −6.18 4,6-8
NOTE. — a Limits are 3σ.
References: [1] Basri & Marcy (1995); [2] Reid et al. (1999); [3] Mohanty & Basri (2003); [4] Berger (2002); [5] Salim et al.
(2003); [6] Reiners & Basri (2008); [7] Schmidt et al. (2007); [8] Antonova et al. (2007).
TABLE 2
RADIO OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS
Source Date Time Exposure Phase Cal. Cal. Exposure ν Fν a log(νradLν,rad/Lbol) a
(UT) (UT) (s) (s) (GHz) (µJy)
BRI0021 2008 Oct 29 00:41:03 – 09:38:38 220 J0016−002 40 4.86 < 54 < −7.52
8.46 < 48 < −7.33
LSR0602+39 2008 Jan 18 01:02:40 – 09:22:30 270 J0555+398 30 8.46 < 42 < −7.17
2M0523−14 2007 Dec 30 02:16:00 – 10:07:05 280 J0539−158 35 4.86 < 105 < −6.76
8.46 < 42 < −6.92
NOTE. — a Limits are 3σ.
TABLE 3
X-RAY OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS
Source Date Time Exposure FX log(LX/Lbol)
(UT) (UT) (s) (erg cm−2 s−1)
BRI0021 2008 Oct 29 02:44:02 – 11:33:31 29797 < 8.0× 10−16 < −5.04
LSR0602+39 2008 Jan 18 00:27:20 – 09:28:50 29664 < 8.0× 10−16 < −4.82
2M0523−14 2007 Dec 30 02:02:46 – 11:01:21 29775 < 8.0× 10−16 < −4.57
NOTE. — a Limits are 95% confidence level.
TABLE 4
Hα OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS
Source Date Time Telescope Exposure EW log(LHα/Lbol)
(UT) (UT) (s) (Å)
BRI0021 2008 Oct 29 01:57:58 – 08:10:19 Gemini-South 73× 300 1.00± 0.05 −6.05
LSR0602+39 2008 Jan 18 01:13:28 – 09:49:24 ARC 3.5-m 38× 600 < 0.25 < −6.3
2M0523−14 2007 Dec 30 02:02:46 – 11:01:21 Palomar 60-inch 106× 180 · · · a · · ·
NOTE. — a We did not calibrate the Hα flux; the purpose of the observations was to search for variability.
9TABLE 5
MAGNETIC ACTIVITY RESULTS FROM OUR FULL SAMPLE OF SIMULTANEOUS OBSERVATIONS
Source Sp. Type log(LX/Lbol) log(LHα/Lbol) log(νradLν,rad/Lbol) log(LHα/LX ) a log(νradLν,rad/LX ) b Ref.
VB10 M8 −5.0 / −4.1(f) c −4.9 / −4.4(f) [< −7.8] d −0.3 / 0.1(f) [< −2.8] Paper II
LSR1835 M8.5 < −5.6 −5.0 / −4.45(f) −7.0 > 0.6 > −1.4 Paper II
TVLM513 M8.5 −5.1 −5.15 / −4.55 −6.6 / −5.2(f) −0.05 / 0.55 −1.4 / −0.1 Paper I
BRI0021 M9.5 < −5.0 [< −6.2 / −4.2(f)] < −7.3 [> 0.8(f)] · · · This Paper
2M0746+20 L0 e < −4.7 −4.95 / −4.8 −6.6 / −5.0(f) > −0.25 > −1.9 1
LSR0602+39 L1 < −4.75 < −6.3 < −7.0 · · · · · · This Paper
2M0523−14 L2.5 < −4.95 −6.05 < −6.8 > −1.1 · · · This Paper
2M0036+18 L3.5 < −4.65 < −6.65 −6.6 / −5.9(f) · · · > −1.95 2
2M1507−16 L5 < −4.5 [< −5.8] [< −6.85] · · · · · · 2
Additional Observations from the Literature
VB8 M7 −3.5 / −2.85(f) −5.0 / −2.85(f) < −8.4 −1.5 < −4.9 3,4
LHS3003 M7 −4.0 −4.75 / −3.85 −7.5 −0.75 / 0.15 −3.5 3,5,6
DENIS1048 M8 < −3.9 · · · −7.8 / −5.5(f) · · · > −3.9 6,7
Gl234b M8 −2.9 · · · < −7.9 · · · < −5.0 3,8
LP412-31 M8 −3.6 / −0.65(f) −4.0 < −7.6 −0.4 < −4.0 9-11, This Paper
Gl569B M8.5 −4.3 / −2.6 · · · < −7.7 · · · < −3.4 8,12
LHS2924 M9 < −4.35 −4.7 · · · > −0.35 · · · 3
LHS2065 M9 −3.7 / −2.5(f) −4.4 / −2.9(f) < −7.3 −0.7 / −0.4(f) < −3.6 8,13
1RXS1159 M9 −4.1 / −1.1(f) · · · · · · · · · · · · 14,15
LP944-20 M9 < −6.3 / −3.7(f) −5.3 −7.5 / −6.0(f) > 1.0 −2.3(f) / > −1.2 16-18
Kelu-1 L2 −4.3 −5.2 < −7.0 −0.9 < −2.7 19
HD130948BC f L4 < −4.15 · · · · · · · · · · · · 20
NOTE. — a The typical value for early and mid M dwarfs is log(LHα/LX )≈ −0.5 (Hawley & Johns-Krull 2003).
b The expected value at 8.46 GHz based on the radio/X-ray correlation is log(νradLν,rad/LX )≈ −5.6.
c
“(f)” designates flaring emission.
d Values in brackets are from non-simultaneous observations.
e 2M0746+20 is a binary system, and we assume that the observed emission is due to the primary.
References: [1] Berger et al. (2009); [2] Berger et al. (2005); [3] Schmitt et al. (1995); [4] Krishnamurthi et al. (1999); [5] Martín & Ardila (2001); [6] Burgasser & Putman
(2005); [7] Schmitt & Liefke (2004); [8] Berger (2006); [9] Stelzer et al. (2006b); [10] Mohanty & Basri (2003); [11] Schmidt et al. (2007); [12] Stelzer (2004); [13]
Robrade & Schmitt (2008); [14] Hambaryan et al. (2004); [15] Robrade & Schmitt (2009); [16] Rutledge et al. (2000); [17] Martín & Bouy (2002); [18] Berger et al. (2001);
[19] Audard et al. (2007); [20] Stelzer et al. (2006a).
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FIG. 1.— Hα light curve of BRI0021 from P60 narrow-band filter observations. The grey points are the raw light curve from the 180 s exposures, while the
black squares show the light curve binned to 900 s resolution. The light curve is shown as magnitude fluctuations relative to the mean brightness of the source,
and thus provides an indication of the Hα variability timescale and amplitudes. We find variations of about a factor of 3 on ∼ 1 hr timescales.
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FIG. 2.— X-ray luminosity of M and L dwarfs plotted as a function of spectral type. For the ultracool dwarfs (> M7), quiescent emission is marked as
squares, upper limits are marked as inverted triangles, and flares are marked as asterisks. Objects for which both flares and quiescent emission have been
observed are connected with dotted lines. The objects observed as part of our survey are noted at the bottom of the figure. The dashed line marks a constant
ratio of log (LX/Lbol) = −3, the level of saturated emission in early- and mid-M dwarfs, while the dot-dashed line represents the drop in activity characterized by
Equation 1.
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FIG. 3.— Ratio of X-ray to bolometric luminosity for M and L dwarfs plotted as a function of spectral type. Symbols are as in Figure 2. The decline in X-ray
activity beyond spectral type of about M6 is clearly seen. The dot-dashed line represents the drop in activity characterized by Equation 1, while the dashed line
indicates the 3σ detection limit in a 30 ks Chandra observation for an object located at a distance of 10 pc.
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FIG. 4.— Hα luminosity of M and L dwarfs plotted as a function of spectral type. For the ultracool dwarfs (> M7), quiescent emission is marked as squares,
upper limits are marked as inverted triangles, and flares are marked as asterisks. Objects for which both flares and quiescent emission have been observed
are connected with dotted lines. The objects observed as part of our survey are noted at the bottom of the figure. The dashed line marks a constant ratio of
log (Lrad/Lbol) = −3.8, the level of saturated emission in early- and mid-M dwarfs, while the dot-dashed line represents the drop in activity characterized by
Equation 2.
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FIG. 5.— Ratio of Hα to bolometric luminosity for M and L dwarfs plotted as a function of spectral type. Symbols are as in Figure 4. The decline in Hα
activity beyond spectral type of about M6 is clearly seen. The dot-dashed line represents the drop in activity characterized by Equation 2.
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FIG. 6.— Radio luminosity of M and L dwarfs plotted as a function of spectral type. For the ultracool dwarfs (> M7), quiescent emission is marked as squares,
upper limits are marked as inverted triangles, and flares are marked as asterisks. Objects for which both flares and quiescent emission have been observed
are connected with dotted lines. The objects observed as part of our survey are noted at the bottom of the figure. The dashed line marks a constant ratio of
log (Lrad/Lbol) = −7, the approximate level of radio activity in ultracool dwarfs.
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FIG. 7.— Ratio of radio luminosity to bolometric luminosity for M and L dwarfs plotted as a function of spectral type. Symbols are as in Figure 6. The increase
in Lrad/Lbol as a function of spectral type is clearly seen. The dashed line indicates the 3σ detection limit in a typical VLA observation for an object located at a
distance of 10 pc.
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FIG. 8.— Radio luminosity plotted as function of X-ray luminosity for a wide range of coronally active stars. The radio/X-ray correlation breaks down sharply,
but smoothly, at about spectral type M7-M9.
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FIG. 9.— Ratio of X-ray to bolometric luminosity as a function of rotation period for stars of spectral type F-L. Symbols are as in Figure 2. Data for the F-M6
dwarfs are from James et al. (2000) and Pizzolato et al. (2003). The median level of LX/Lbol is about an order of magnitude lower for P < 0.3 d than for P > 0.3
d, possibly as a result of centrifugal stripping of the stellar corona. The solid line marks the trend of increasing in X-ray activity as a function of rotation velocity,
up to a saturation value of LX/Lbol ≈ 10−3 .
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FIG. 10.— X-ray spectrum of LP 412-31 from Chandra observations (§A). Left: A single-temperature Raymond-Smith model provides a poor fit to the data.
Right: A two-temperature Raymond-Smith model provides an excellent fit to the data with resulting values of kT ≈ 0.3 and 1 keV.
